
THE BALDRICK

Hook - Ali Tube 1-3”

Butt - Flo Red Tubing

Body - Silver mylar tube

Hackle - Red cock

Wing - Black squirrel

            Black Silver Fox

Topping - Black Krystal Flash

Eyes - Jungle Cock

Secure the tube in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down the tube.

Leave 4mm of the tube bare as you will push the silicon tube onto this

for mounting the hook. Cut a length of Mylar tubing just longer than the

body length you require. Pull the centre core from the mylar just leaving

the outer braid. Thread the mylar over the tube and push down until it

reaches the end of the body. Secure the ends with several tight turns of

thread and trim off any waste. Cover the waste ends with neat turns of

thread to cover them up. Make a whip finish and cut off. Apply a coat of

varnish to the whipping. Pull the Mylar tubing tightly up the tube and

holding it taut tie the thread back in. Take some tight turns around the

tubing to tie it off and trim the waste. Rotate the tube in the vice and tie

in a beard hackle of long Red cock hackle fibres and trim off the waste.

Rotate the tube back again. Prepare a small bunch of Black Squirrel

tail and tie in with well waxed thread for the first wing. Trim off the butts

and apply a small drop of thin clear varnish. This wing should reach to

just past the end of the tube. Prepare and tie in a small bunch of Black

Silver Fox for the overwing. Trim off the butts at a taper and bind down

tightly. This wing should reach just past the end of the hook. Tie in four

stands of Black Krystal Fash over the wing. Select and prepare a pair

of Jungle Cock eyes. Tie in one either side of the wing so that they lie

inline with the wing. Trim off the waste and form a neat head. Now apply

several coats of thin clear varnish and a final coat of black to produce a

smooth shiny head.

The Squirrel underwing is to support the Fox and help stop the wing

wrapping around the hook.

The Floro Red extension tubing acts as a tag on the fly.
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